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IT Disaster Planning Recovery For Dummies
The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that over 40% of businesses never reopen following a disaster, and
according to the Association of Records Managers and Administrators, over 60% of businesses hit by a major
disaster close within two years. Don’t let a disaster destroy your business! Get back to business ASAP with
advice from IT Disaster Recovery Planning For Dummies (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; December 2007; $29.99).
IT Disaster Recovery Planning For Dummies is an easy-to-use reference book, directed to business owners
and IT professionals who need information to keep their business going in spite of overwhelming odds brought on
by a disaster. Most people give little thought to things like business continuity, business recovery, disaster
management, emergency preparedness, or disaster recovery; yet a major workforce disruption can cost millions of
dollars in lost productivity. The business of hot sites, cold sites, offsite storage, and backup copies can tax IT
departments after a client server crashes in the middle of the night on a holiday weekend.
This book provides information that can move IT personnel to a state of preparedness so that if and when
disaster strikes, it is nothing more than a routine problem to be solved. The disaster becomes just another little
bump in the road handled in stride by good procedures and the good people following them.
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His passion for computers is matched only by his dedication to helping people know how to use information
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For Dummies®
With near universal name recognition, more than 150 million books in print, and over 900+ topics, For Dummies is
the world's bestselling reference series. With loyal customers around the globe, For Dummies enriches people’s
lives by making knowledge accessible in a fun and easy way. Described by the N.Y. Times as "more than a
publishing phenomenon, but a sign of the times," For Dummies span every section of the bookstore, covering
everything from health to history, music to math, sports to self-help, technology to travel, and more. The
Dummies brand has expanded into new products and categories with an extensive licensed product line,
including fitness and hobby DVDs, grilling kits, business software, cleaning products, automotive kits, craft kits,
and apparel. For more information, visit Dummies.com. For Dummies is a branded imprint of Wiley.

